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I. INTRODUCTION The development of present enterprises entails an increase in the complexity of products and consequently of production systems. This evolution leads to an increase in disturbance occurrences which goes against firm competitiveness. This context leads enterprises to rationalise and to formalise their processes and consequently to throw back into question their control systems. So, control system must be reactive, i.e. able to modify or make decisions quickly in order to go back to normal functioning after occurrence of disturbances. In this paper, we show that small and medium enterprises (SME) seem to be better adapted to answer market requirements because of their organisational size. However, they are more vulnerable than large enterprises (LE) in front of disturbances. Consequently, we deal with control in SME: we present a process-oriented approach and we show the interest for modelling and capitalising enterprise processes in disturbed context. We propose a support for aiding control using principles for capitalising and reusing knowledge. The objective consists in developing quick and efficient reactions to disturbances.



II. CONTEXT AND ISSUE 2.1. SME : enterprises particularly subjected to disturbances In Europe, SME represent 70% of enterprises and 60% However, their lifetime is shorter than lifetime of LE : half years. This difference is the consequence of the vulnerability disturbances. Analysis of the industrial context leads us to disturbed in the case of SME than in the case of LE.



of employees [ALBO97][POLT95]. of them do not outline more than 5 of this sort of structures in front of conclude that the situation is more



As far as we are concerned, disturbance is : “each unforeseen event which leads to the break in normal functioning of enterprise processes”. We essentially deal with disturbances which entail non-programmed decisions according to H.A. Simon [SIMO77]. Decision is non-programmed when no formalised procedure has been developed to support it. It answers a new event or an event which occurs in an unusual context and susceptible to need a suitable solution expensive and taking a long time to be developed.



In disturbed context, reaction capacity conditions failure or success for SME. That is the reason why we study this sort of enterprises aiming at evolving an aid to face disturbances and consequently to improve reactivity. Comparing LE to SME, difference in front of disturbances results from two reasons : 1- Frequency of disturbances to process Some specific characteristics of SME lead them to face more frequent changes than large ones. These changes from internal origin or from environment entails disturbances. For instance, we identify two sort of disturbances faced by SME : External disturbances: All enterprises have to face external disturbances from suppliers, market or legislation. As far as SME are concerned, problems result from the relationship with their main customer who is sometimes only one. This relationship is often dependence. Moreover, decision makers use this sort of relationship to transfer disturbances from their system to subcontractor’s system. In fact, LE subcontract activities susceptible to be disturbed by changes in quantity or in quality in order to avoid managing these frequent changes. Strategy developed by LE consists in selecting the subcontractor able to answer as quickly as possible. They lead their subcontractors to adapt their reactions for fear to lose their main customer. To survive, SME are obliged to have production means capable to adapt to frequent variations on products. Internal disturbances : Turn-over is one of the major cause of disturbances in small industrial organisations. SME are less automated than large enterprises but they keep competitive means thanks to know-how of their employees who are often only competent in their work. Consequently, turn-over induces difficulties for firms and obliges them to adapt to the loss of skills. 2- Reaction capability SME have to face a lot of disturbances. Moreover, they are weaker than LE in front of disturbances. Material, financial, human and informational resources are more limited and imply critical situations resulting from changes in enterprise activity. According to our analysis of this issue, we point out three characteristics of SME in comparison with LE, which explain their vulnerability in front of disturbances : 1. Their information system is generally less developed than in LE. That reduces flexibility of the system : information and knowledge exchanges are reduced and consequently it increases problems resulting from turn-over. 2. Qualification level of employees is lower. It is more difficult for them to adapt and to integrate possible changes and new situations. 3. Financial resources are not sizeable. Each change induces investment that SME have difficulties to support because of strategy of banks which are reluctant to invest in SME, proposing rates higher for SME than for LE. However, some characteristics of SME favour disturbance processing : their organisational size. This point leads us to question on means to implement to improve reaction capacities of SME. Even if their size is a strong point to develop quick re-organising, it is also a weak point as regards means available or investment necessary to evolve quick reactions. The issue we work on consists in using experience extracted from situations of disturbance processing aiming at improving and making quicker answer to future situation.



2.2. Control of enterprise processes We define control of enterprise processes in disturbed context as : “capability to make relevant decisions in order to take charge of disturbance occurrence in reasonable time using good coordination between actors, in order to exploit their knowledge and their competence, counterbalancing individual autonomy and collective organisation of actions”. Our research deals with control [MEGA99b] using mode of circumstantial management which is characterised by the lack of system of reference to compare system behaviour. This mode uses only a logic of taking charge of disturbances by actors. In this case, actors evolve their own representation of the situation and develop improvised reactions according to their intuitions in order to go back to a normal functioning. From our definition of control of enterprise processes, we extract two complementary approaches of control: Control as management of decision processes In [LORI 95], P. Lorino defines control as “acting on environment of decisions to indirectly act on decision. Control is a meta-control”. Then, control system aims at evolving rules likely to guide decisions towards general objectives previously defined by the system. So, we develop our study in a context where control aims at translating multi-criterion objectives of performance (like costs, time, quality, safety,…) into operational decisions [POUR99]. Control as management of reactions to disturbances The present unsettled nature of industrial context creates disturbing elements which impact on the whole control system. It induces frequent calling into question of pre-established objectives. For instance, the modification of tactical objective impacts on the balance between production cycles and therefore needs corrective actions that system control must take into account. Corrective actions must be quickly developed in order to save capacities of reactivity of firms. Consequently, Vallespir and al [VALL95] compare present enterprise to a structure which permanently observes its environment and which is capable of adequate reactions to each evolution identified as significant. Our approach of control mainly focuses on the notion of process. It is widely used to characterise control systems [WILL98] [VERN96] [MAYE95]. We propose a synthetic definition using principles of operational process defined in [ACNO97], which take into account objective, components and events of the process : "A process is a linking of activities using resources, triggered by inputs, whose aim consists in producing added value. Activity is a set of basic tasks developed by an actor or an actors team. It is characterised by a time function which processes real or abstract objects according to constraints in a determined context. Activity aims at determined objective, exploits know-how using resources". 2.3. Necessity for a control support for enterprise processes in disturbed context The main objective of our study aims at improving reactivity of enterprise process control. We are particularly interested in reaction process to disturbance occurrences which entail non-programmed decision process. In [MEGA99a], we point out existing methods which deal with control. As regards our issue, this analysis shows that objective of these methods consists in developing a system of reference rather than studying mechanisms of control. Moreover, they do not often use notion of actor, they focus on decision processes developed during daily management and they neglect decision processes developed to face disturbances. That is why we evolve a control support supplementary to analysis methods like GIM, CIMOSA and PERA [VERN96]. The aim consists in providing production and design actors with an aid for making non-programmed decision to take charge of disturbances as quickly as possible.



III. PRESENTATION OF CONTROL SUPPORT We propose a support to control enterprise processes. It aims at : (i) providing control system with an adaptation capability in order to progressively transform non-programmed decisions into programmed decisions; (ii) organising corporate memories defining couples (disturbance-control actions); (iii) capitalising knowledge listing and referencing disturbances which occur in enterprise processes. From studies about principles of control and management of disturbances, we extract functions necessary for designing the support presented in figure 1. Control of enterprise processes becomes reactive when some information is available at the right time for making decisions as quickly as possible. We identify three main functions : disturbance
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Figure 1 : Functions of the control support. Informing, providing relevant information to actors involved in the process such as occurrence of a new disturbance, its development, Deciding, selecting reaction modes when disturbance is identified or selecting useful information to aid and evolve a reaction mode, Storing decision processes developed to face disturbances in order to easily reuse them later. Disturbances and reaction processes are stored in a database. When a disturbance occurs, the actor who detects it signals it, classifies it according to criteria proposed in [MEGA01]. Then he sends a request using key-words to search solution. So, implication filter warns involved actors. If disturbance is known, support provides immediately the reaction process. If disturbance is unknown, support uses similarity function to evolve reactions. During problem solving, actors store disturbances and associate decision processes describing the whole actions developed and defining precedence links between actions. We present principles of modelling, capitalising and reusing disturbance processes in following sections.



IV.



BUILDING THE CONTROL SUPPORT



The development of control support is based on the modelling of the enterprise processes and knowledge acquisition of these processes. 4.1. Step of modelling: Reproc : model of representation of the enterprise processes The model performed aims at representing a process such as it can be perceived by the actors of the enterprise implied in this process. This model describes the solving of an industrial problem (design, production, …) by breaking up it into intermediate stages, called Situations. Situations describe state of the object involved in this sub-problem as well as processes that solve this subproblem [figure 2]. The procedural part of the process is described within activities extent. The procedural part of the process is described within the activity extent. The activities are themselves broken down in " Actions " that are elementary operations - or considered as well by actors. Activity, Situation, Process and Action are knowledge representation structures in which actual content is brought by the " Describer ". Describers are statements representing properties of the object involved in the process or produced by this process. They are statements in a form close to proposals logic by which the users will describe their knowledge.
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figure 2: modelling elements The knowledge acquisition of the Process is supervised by the person who, in the firm, is responsible for this process (a leader of project for example). Its role is precisely defined in the methodology of capitalisation. From the structure point of view, Reproc does not present major differences with other formalisms like IDEF3 [MAYE95] or GRAI [DOUM96]. The elements of representation are summarised with two principal types which are the states - here situations - and transitions - here activities. Reproc is different from formalism of representation adopted to describe the states (the Descriptors). We choose a representation in the shape of a double whose first member corresponds to the subject of the statement and the second member is the attribute: < subject value >. In order to simplify and to favor system using, we allow to directly entering Describers in natural language. It avoids a difficult coding task for user. However, he is constrained to construct sentences in a declarative manner to simplify our task of transcription toward the Describer's formalism.



Semantics associated with the formalism The links between Actions, Situations, Activities or between each one of these components and the Descriptors were selected as to be natural to the users and do not require little or not explanation. The choices we have made for the semantics of the models result from an essential principle in capitalisation of knowledge: it is the actors of the process describe their work if possible during the process itself, if not, as soon as possible. For various reasons explained in [CAUS99], we have rejected the use of the knowledge engineer and traditional interviews for knowledge acquisition. This constraint implies to lay out formalism whose semantics is sufficiently natural to be quickly apprehended by the actors of the firm. This is not the case of formalisms like IDEF3. Our choice carried on a formalism resulting from cognitive sciences scripts from Schank and Abelson which is a model of mental state used for simulation of human behavior for procedural tasks. The Situation is organized with the manner of Scripts [SHAN77]. Scripts are cognitive structures representing the conventional situations defined by a very stereotyped sequence of events. They are used in an unconscious way to understand a situation and to act in this situation by identifying it with a certain Script. This identification uses elements of the context registered in the Script. We make the assumption here that by adopting a model of representation of knowledge, near to certain mental diagrams, this one will be better apprehended. The complete description of the model is described in [CAUS99]. We will describe in this paper only and summarily the essential components of it: Situation, Activity and Action. The Situation component Situation represents an intermediate stage of the Process. It describes how the sub-problem attached to this situation has been solved (procedural aspect), the state of the object involved in the subproblem, the state of resources used and some elements of environment (declarative aspect). Declarative and Procedural aspects are respectively represented by :
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• two sets of Describers "Di" and "Dc" for the declarative part. Describers of Di (intrinsic) show the object as it was in the beginning of this stage. Those of Dc describe situation-surrounding object at this stage of the process: the context. With other terms, all that is not intrinsic properties of the described object. • a set of activity, called R, for the procedural part. Activity of R are those which enable to solve the sub-problem attached to this Situation.



R figure 3 : The Situation component : Situation is described by a quadruplet in which N represents the name of this situation [Figure 3].



Choice of "Situation" as name of this component has been motivated by ties, naturally introduced by this term, between object and its context, even in the current sense of "situation". By this way, we attempt to enforce users to describe favorable context, which enable them to achieve their work. In addition of the Situation Calculus some recent example of situation using exist [AKMA96]. In a very close domain [FOX95] use situation calculus formalism to elaborate an ontology of enterprise activity within the TOVE system. In a Knowledge Base Revision tool called REVINOS, Poittevin uses "nodules of situations" chosen for intrinsic comprehensibility quality given to them [POIT97]. This is crucial property when assistance to user is drastically reduced as in our system. Indeed, due to constraints of cost it is impossible to place a knowledge engineer at employee's disposal to support them in the acquisition phase. It is a major difference with system designed for LE which includes services of a knowledge engineer [ABEC98] [DANI97][DIEN98]. In our case, training and support to users will be drastically reduced. As the matter of fact it is necessary to enforce users. Descriptions of properties, which are not directly tied to the object transformed, are usually tacit for actors involved and consequently, often forgotten. This is the reason why we use the notion of situation and constraints inside of it, in order to enforce users to describe as precisely as possible their know-how. These constraints involve Actions. The Activity component The Activity component gathers actions performed in order to solve some part of sub-problem attached to a given situation [Figure 4]. An Activity in a double where : • N is the Activity name according to the name given in the enterprise to this set of Actions. • Ea is the set of Actions involved in the Activity description. Activities are kind of links between Situations. Achievement of an Activity in a Situation always leads to one and only one new Situation : the resultant Situation. Number of Activities contained in a Situation is not limited. They are gathered in a structure named "Resolution" (R). The role of R is to organize Activities which can be tied up by three kind of binary relation : • Independence : " | " (the default relation) which means that two Activities are not bound anyway, • Sequence : "," which indicates two actions are consecutive, • Parallelism : " // " which indicates a relation of concomitance between two Activities. Each of Activity components is solely descriptive. Our aim is to show statically how an activity is carried out; in which context and to which new Situation it leads. Procedural knowledge of actors are represented in a static manner by the modes of Actions (d_cond, d_in, d_in_out, d_out). Actions appearing in Ea are linked by the same three relations deciding order of execution of these Actions. S
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figure 4 : Activity contents.



The Action component Like Describers constitute the atomic element of the knowledge declarative representation, Action is the atomic element for procedural knowledge representation. It is called "atomic" either because it cannot be split up anymore or because the user does not wish to further split it up. Because this is the structure the user has to fulfill we work on for a simple formalism. We opt for a representation as near as possible from mental organisation of the kind of knowledge we address. It leads us to the Script model, a mental model proposed by [SCHA77]. A Script is stereotyped scenario including a succession of standard actions of the characters involved [SCHA77]. They address knowledge belonging to the episodic memory, where knowledge are strongly tied to the context of situation they learn. There is not any abstract knowledge or generic knowledge, which can be found in the semantic memory or long term memory. It is precisely the kind of knowledge we want to acquire and capitalise. As we intend to keep a track and not to produce a tool of simulation, generic knowledge have not been considered. In our formalism activities are scenarios and Actions represent the standards actions of the definition. Human elaborates a Script when he is often confronted with a same problem or situation. He carries out this model of activity, which allow him to easily act face with this problem or in this situation. Thanks to this Script his behaviour becomes quasi-reflex. He is also enable to adapt his behaviour to problem and situation very near. Action consists in a 5-uple where N is the name of the action (a discursive description of the action) and the four other elements are sets of Describers detailing aspects and results of this action : S
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D_in = { di1, di2, di3 , … } D_in_out = { , < dio2, dio2* > , … } D_out = { do1, do2, do3 , … }



S-Res



• d_cond = { di, .. }, gives, in form of a set of Describers belonging to Dc, conditions of action carrying-out. • d_in = {dk }, gives, in form of a set of Describers belonging to Di and Dc, resources used but not transformed by the action (eg : working tools). • d_in_out = {, ... } gives, in form of a set of Describers belonging to Di, properties of the object transformed by the action. • d_out = {dp , …} gives, in form of a set of new Describers require to point out the result of the action.



D-Res



figure 5 : links between Action modes and other parts of the Situation. Thanks to these modes of achievement Action should permit to capture elements of know-how especially about procedural knowledge. For example, choice of different tools in a same task will be appeared as different Describers in the mode d_in. Describer transmission to the resultant Situation follows the rule : if S = and S-Res = r(S,p) with S-Res= then, Di-Res is obtained by an union of the following sets : • all of Describers in the right part of d_in_out double, from all of Actions,



• •



all of d-out Describers from all of Actions Describers of Di which have not been modified by Actions.



Regarding the axiomatic attached to the Situation, we fixe some links of dependence between Situation describers and Activity describers thanks to Actions (as it is presented above on figure 5). These links should induce actors to clarify elements involved in the Activity performing. One of the most important point is the necessity to find all of describers used in the conditions or entrances fields (sets d_cond or d_in) of the Actions in the sets Di or Dc of the Situations. These constraints allow making explicit Process carrying-out context. We intend to reach a situated description of Activities. Another rule, concerning construction of the process, consists in copying intrinsic describers of a Situation in all of the resultant Situations. By this way an actor beginning his task of description will be able to know his predecessor's opinion about Situation he has transmitted. This could lead him to ask his predecessors to revise their activities if he does not agree with some of Describers stemming from the previous Situation. It can also lead him to clarify and include in Activities description, some Describers which have been added in previous Situation and which could be remained implicit for him [KOSK96]. Thanks to these rules we aim to induce actors to clarify their know-how in the most detailed way. Disturbance representation The disturbance is for us a structure which includes for each Situation, each Activity, each Action, the Descriptors modified by the disturbance. Owing to the fact that the disturbance can relate to the implied actors the representation of this disturbance also includes the table of the implied actors. The disturbance is represented in the form of quadruplet < N, T, D, M > [Figure 6]. < N, T,D,M >



Md, Mdc respectively describe the impact of the disturbance on D and on DC



M describes the impact of the disturbance on the whole of the process situations



{< N, T,D,Ms >, < N1 , T1,D1 ,Ms1 >, ...} M, M1 describe the impact of the disturbance on each situations



< < Nd, Td ,Dd ,Md >, < Nd c, Td c,Dd c,Md c >,{< N, T,D,Ma >, ...}> Ma , Ma1 describe the impact of the disturbance on each activities



< N, T,D,M > avec : N Name of the disturbance T Date of the beginning of the disturbance D Date of the end of the distrubance M = {(Before Descriptor, After Descriptor), …}



{< N, T,D,Mo >, ,...} Mo, Mo1 describe the impact of the disturbance on the Action



< < Nc, Tc,Dc,Mc>, < Ne, Te,De,Me >, , > Mc disturbance on conditions of the Action Me disturbance on the inputs of the action Mt disturbance on the transforms of the action Ms disturbance on the outputs of the action



Mt has a particular form Mt = { ((di,df)before, (di,df)afters), … }



figure 6 : Disturbance representation. Informational content of a Process represented in Reproc using descriptors shows also the impact of disturbance on this process. At each level M contains this description. In the general case the latter returns to M the included structure. Concerning D, dc., d_cond, d_in, d_in_out, d_out, modifications entailed by disturbance are translated in couples (Before Descriptor, After Descriptor) where the left part represents the descriptor before the disturbance and the right part its state after the disturbance.



4.2. Process Knowledge Acquisition Methodology As we seen for the model foundations, knowledge acquisition methodology has been designed in order to enforce constraints and purposes showed in [CHOU97]. Here we give a particular attention to two of these criteria : •



rate of SME computerisation which affects significantly the kind of tool relevant for its implementation in the society,



•



global cost of the system that we want to keep very low.



Nowadays, SME are largely fitted out with computer (96% for SME and 74% for Very Small Companies [OECD98]). This fact allows us to relate the capitalisation methodology on this tool. A single computer will only be required in the minimal configuration of our system. It will have to be fitted out with an Internet browser usually delivered with the computer since its purchase. Even if actors are distributed on several sites in the company the needs of our system still remain the same. However it should be desirable to the user-friendly of the system that each site use its own computer. It also requires that all computer are connected to an Intranet network or to the Internet (it is not a heavy constraint ; for example 52% of French SME having between 100 and 500 employees have connected between 81% and 100% of their micro-computer park). The software, developed with the JAVA Language, should be set-up on one of the micro-computer or into the company server. The access to the system will be possible from a simple WEB page that includes the JAVA applet. By this way acquisition process could be done even outside the firm thanks to an Internet connection (40% of SME have an Internet access [OECD98]). Furthermore, regular using of Internet browser ( even for non-professional purposes) by persons who do not have training about computer allows us to expect a good adaptation to the system. Finally, implementing the system in a network enables to add to the software an electronic mailing protocol. Its aim is to : •



enhance the coordination during knowledge acquisition



•



enhance the communication between actors who attempt to reach a consensus in case of conflict.



Process knowledge acquisition can take place either subsequently to this process or during its achievement. It can be systematic which would be expensive in time but permit an exhaustive registration of activities. It can also be casual according to the actors choices. In this case process should be chosen for its exemplary nature or again for its exceptional nature. However, even particular it is, this trace does not be viewed as generic model. It means that Process is a detailed description of a particular lived experience. Figure 7 illustrates stages of the methodology from acquired data point of view : the Process. The knowledge acquisition of the Process is split up into two successive phases in order to coordinate the work of Situation knowledge acquisition thanks to a person having a general view of the Process. This person, we called "supervisor" will usually be those who is in charge of the Process inside the firm. It is in the first phase that supervisor has the more important role because he has to build-up the Process frame. This skeleton defines what are the different stages of the Process and what is the order in which they will be described.
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figure 7 : toward the trace of the Process Phase 1 : Development of Process skeleton Supervisor must be able to identify stages of process in order to elaborate the Process skeleton, including name of the Process and all of the Situations with only their names [Figure 8]. Process Name of the process
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figure 8 : Initialisation of the Process acquisition This minimal structure, stored in the first phase of the methodology, will be placed at actors' disposal or teamwork's disposal to be completed. They have to inform Situations in which they are involved : this is the phase 2. Phase 2 : Acquisition of Situations At a given instant, Process is not accessible by all of the actors but only by those describing their work in the current Situation. Current Situation is defined by the order given in the "Process skeleton" at the beginning of first phase. When actors declare to have finished their work of description access to this situation is locked and access to the next is allowed. Because of transmission of describers from Situation to the others, it is necessary to enforce an order for Situations information. This process is also managed by the supervisor who asks each actor or each team to achieve the part of work when they are involved.



Names acquisition Every name proposed by users should be validated thanks to lexicon including in the Process ontology. Names proposed by the user to denote model components have to be validate in order to embed them with their definition in the lexicon. These lexicons and associated conceptual structures elaborated during the acquisition phase will permit us to build-up partial ontologies of the process domain. D an Dc members Acquisition Concerning D and Dc acquisition, two cases must be distinguished : a) case of the initial Situation : it is an important particular case because of the propagation of intrinsic Describers from the first Situation toward downstream Situations. In this case any D and Dc do not contain any members when the supervisor is beginning its work of description. b) case of any Situation : in this case, D already contains the describers inherited from the previous Situations. Unlike the Describers of D, elements of Dc are not transmitted in the resultant Situation. Actually context can have completely changed from a Situation to the other. Whether the user assesses some properties are lacking inside of D he is allowed to add new Describers in D. However he cannot enter a new Describer having the same field "subject" as one even present in D. But there is not any control on the "value" field of the entered Describers. Resolution, Processes and Action Acquisition For each Process of the Processes, the user has to describe all the Actions and indicate the links relying an Action to another. If an actor is involved in the description of a Situation and its resultant, filling up the tree representing the situation is done according to a "breadth-first-search" algorithm. As a mean to constrain the user to give only the Describers of D an Dc in the modes of Actions, he is forced to select them from a predefined list instead of manually enter them : available elements for d_cond have to be chosen in Dc, available elements for d_in and d_in_out have to be chosen are in D, and elements for d_out have to be new. Embedding multiple points of view Context representation holds an important place in our model. As context influence significantly the choice of processes to solve a particular problem, posterior analysis may require consultation of the context value to understand why this decision was made. The Dc field fulfils this need and points out at the problem-solving contextual properties in order to define completely Situation. Concerning multiple point of view we assess that it is also very important to store the different points of view because they reveal different know-how of the firm which is exactly what we aim to capitalise. We elaborate a method to enable any actor to give his own point of view about a Situation. We report two cases of modification of a Situation motivated by differences in points of view. First case Disagreement between two actors involved in a same stage of the Process about some characteristics of this Situation [Figure 9].
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figure 9 : Situation derivation, case 1. Actor who wants to express a disagreement on some element of the Situation has to describe "his" new Situation by changing Describers according to his own point of view. Derivation of a new Situation S* from S (S* is called a "derivative Situation") begins by a system call in order to create the new Situation stemming from the old one. S* has the same name than S and the same set "Di", both protected against any modification from the user. Modifications concerning contextual Describers (Dc) and Processes are left under the control of the actor. Formally , derivation δ of a Situation S* from an other Situation S, is made according to the following rule : If S = and S* = δ (S) then S* = Regarding to the changes operate by the actor three cases can occurred : 1- modifications concern elements of Dc not involved in any Action : S* = , R does not be modify and the resultant Situation, S-Res, remains the same. 2- modifications on Dc entail changes on Actions but only to Describers involved in d_cond, d_in or the left part of d_in_out : S* = . As above, S-Res, remains the same. 3- modifications brought to Dc entail changes on the modalities of some Actions which entail changes in the resultant Situation, S-Res became S-Res* : r(S,p)=S-Res* . Protocol of integration : Derivative Situation and its resultant are added to the network and the actor or team in charge of the next Situation will choose which Situation fits to his or their own point of view. Rejected Situation will stay in the network for explanation reason but is now a cul-de-sac. Second case Disagreement on resultant Situation between whose are in charge to describe this Situation and those who has described the "mother" of this Situation (see figure 10). Actor or group of actors in charge to describe S-Res assess that Situation produces S and Ps1 do not fit with the situation they usually encountered in their work. At this moment actors have not begun to describe Dc and R. Derivation of a Situation can be express as follows : If S-Res= and S*-Res = δ (S-Res) then S*-Res= .
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figure 10 : Expressing a different point of view on the result of the predecessors work. Protocol of integration: These modifications can have important consequences on the overall Process. Make modifications some intrinsic Describers of a Situation entails modifications on the previous Situation due to the origin of Describers present in Di-Res. In this case, an agreement has to be reached between teams in charge of two Situations before going more forward in the process of knowledge acquisition. The system will only conserve consensual Situations and textual exchange occurred during the negotiations between the teams. We do not intend to reach as soon as possible a consensus between actors. We prefer to bring to the light some obscure disagreement (known or not). Indeed, cases of disagreement could lead to an expediency of advances in organisation or upon technical problems, if they are well exploited.



V. CONCLUSION The support of control for taking into account disturbances in mode of circumstantial management proposed in this communication aims at improving the reactivity of the companies in a disturbed context. We present models and tools to aid the formalisation and the structuring of the reactions according to a process oriented approach. Our contribution leads to the proposal of a control support which uses knowledge necessary to work out efficient reactions. To do that, it integrates principles of capitalisation and re-using of the processes of assumption of the disturbances. The aim of the control support not to substitute the actor in his decision-making but rather to provide him all the elements for leading its reasoning under best conditions adapted to the situation in a minimal time. We do not intend to include a predictive functionality in the model, because real efficiency of this functionality would require complex inferential mechanisms, and specialists to acquire this procedural knowledge. The supplementary amount of work needed could change basically the profile of our project first aiming to SME. Furthermore, Knowledge Capitalisation System does not seek to replace the expert in its decision making but rather to provide him all the elements to favour at most the conditions of its decision making [KUNH97] [DIENG98]. We enable most of actors to use the system which is an important condition of success to its using. The support is today under development. We intend to test the system in a project dealing with capitalisation of acquired experience in context of concurrent engineering. In fact, this context deals with concurrent work of several skills network and with occurrence of disturbances during steps of integration because of lack of communication between actors involved.
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